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2005 Junior Wheel Regulations

The Cycling Australia technical regulation 1.3.018 states that all junior categories up to and including JM17 – JW17 can use 12 spoke wheels in any road or track race as long as these have passed a UCI rupture test. Please click on the UCI link to view the current list of approved wheels.

http://www.uci.ch/modello.asp?1stlevelid=W&level1=1&level2=0&idnews=1628

If the wheels are NOT on the UCI list then you are allowed to use a minimum of 16 metal spokes. The spokes may be round, flat or oval, provided that no dimension of their cross sections exceeds 2.4mm. Furthermore, the section of the rim must not exceed 2.5cm on each side.

Please note that the construction of the rim shall exclude the use of composite fibres (Carbon, Kevlar, Aramid and similar fibres).

Please contact Glenn Doney on (02) 9644 3002 or email glenn.doney@cycling.org.au for any further information.

Glenn Doney
National Development Manager